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RAVENTÓS I BLANC
RAVENTÓS I BLANC Blanc de Blancs 2016 || 91 points
“Displays highly perfumed, mineral-accented citrus/orchard fruit scents that pick up subtle anise and jasmine
nuances with air. Dry and sharply focused in the mouth, showing impressive tension and tangy lift to its lime,
green apple, honeysuckle and bitter quinine flavors. Finishes with excellent clarity and persistence, leaving mouthwatering mineral and citrus pith notes behind.”
RAVENTÓS I BLANC De Nit 2016 || 91 points
“A lively, sharply focused wine displays pungent red berry, blood orange and floral qualities along with a subtle
mineral nuance. Offers chewy, tightly focused redcurrant, cherry and orange pith flavors that show a refreshingly
bitter edge and deepen slowly on the back half. Finishes dry and precise, with a sneaky floral note that hangs on
with strong tenacity.”
RAVENTÓS I BLANC La Finca 2015 || 93 points
“Lemon zest, quinine, pungent flowers and ginger on the incisive, mineral-accented nose. Chewy in texture,
sharply focused and dry, showing impressive clarity to its sappy pear, Meyer lemon and bitter quinine flavors,
which deepen slowly on the back half. Finishes impressively long, mineral and energetic, leaving subtle herb and
floral notes behind.”
RAVENTÓS I BLANC Textures de Pedra 2014 || 93 points
“Powerful, spice-accented red berry, orange zest, buttered toast and floral scents are underscored by an intense
mineral nuance. Broad, chewy and focused on the palate, offering deeply concentrated citrus fruit, red berry and
spicy ginger flavors. Hints of smoky lees and chamomile build on the back half. Powerful yet lithe in character,
displaying superb finishing thrust, energy and mineral-driven persistence.”
RAVENTÓS I BLANC Manuel Raventós 2012 || 93 points
“Pungent, mineral-accented poached pear, nectarine, ginger, brioche and honey aromas show outstanding clarity
and pick up brown butter and green cardamom nuances with air. Broad and fleshy in the mouth, offering intense
orchard/pit fruit flavors that turn spicier and more lively on the back half. Plays richness off of energy with a deft
hand and finishes very long and nervy, leaving bitter pear skin and peach pit notes behind.”

